• 29.6%
• Statutory tax rate if partnership but not QBI?
• 37%
• All-in statutory tax rate if corporation + dividend?
• 37% [36.8%] • Statutory tax rate if corp or ptnrshp + interest?
• Statutory rate if paid as salary instead?
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Reminder: Where Did We Begin?
• House (Ryan) DBCFT Proposal!
• $1.2 trillion revenue pickup from BAT over 10 years (TPC)
• Overall corporate tax cost $900 billion/10 years • And now, even more so -TCJA systematically adds nearly 1% of GDP per annum to deficits (CBO 1-2-2018) Substantive Policy Errors in TCJA
• Section 199A ("Pass-Through Businesses)
• $415 billion cost/10 years
• Distorts both labor and capital income tax rates
• Corp tax rate + expensing + weak thin cap too generous
• No glide path for changes to itemized deductions
• WW rather than C-B-C GILTI tax
• Incentives to locate real investment outside USA
• Failure to address the corporation as tax shelter
•
Step up basis /nonrealization at death, particularly for $22 million of estate tax-excluded assets.
But Underlying Process Also Troubling
• These Four Things Cannot Peacefully Co-Exist
• Conventional JCT revenue estimates
• Conventional JCT distribution tables
• Macroeconomic/ "Dynamic" JCT revenue analyses
• Large additions to deficit
• Large deficits undercut relevance of everything else
• Macro models become pie in the sky exercises • But TCJA raises at least 3 issues:
• Obfuscation through grouping of changes; stacking; etc.
• Repatriation tax example
• Troubling inclusion of second order "outlay effects"
• Medicaid savings (later)
• Implication of any revenue losing bill means that tax cuts = 'giving people their own money back'
Distribution Tables   • JCT distribution table ties • JCT distribution tables are fundamentally misleading when applied to big deficit-increasing laws
• Remember the maxim: to spend is to tax! Conversely:
• Big tax cut law = commitment to raise taxes or cut spending later
• E.g. tax "cut" followed by a cut in social insurance is not welfareenhancing for lower income Americans, but all we see is the reduction in current tax rates
• Distribution of 25% of corporate tax savings to labor income is a macro story -inconsistent with conventional revenue est.
• Alleged labor benefits come from increased firm investments over time, expanding GNP (and GDP)
TCJA and Individual Mandate Repeal
• JCT revenue ests. include "outlay effects" of tax changes
• Example: Refundable portion of EITC
• For mandate repeal, JCT scored: • "Growth" effects can come by taking from the poor to give to the rich
• Competing theoretical models, all relying on handful of "representative agents"
• Highly stylized models of economy
• Highly sensitive to economic assumptions (e.g. Fed response)
• Does not model strategic responses by other countries
• "OLG" model typically shows biggest growth effects
• But arguably is the most unrealistic
• E.G. assumes "perfect foresight"
